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A STUDY OF NONNUS
Perhaps there is no other Greek poet in whose case the extremes
of praise and condemnation have been further apart than have
been the estimates of Nonnus, the author of the Dionysiaca. His
first editor, Gerard Falkenburg (1569), ranked him with Homer,
to Angelo Poliziano and Johannes Lascaris he was poeta mirificus,
and of late von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, who ranks his disciple
Musaeus very low, calls Nonnus the last Greek artist in style.
By English-speaking scholarship Nonnus has always been
ranked very low. Marlowe paraphrased Musaeus in his Hero and
Leander, following J. C. Scaliger's identification of the sixth century grammarian with the mythical Musaeus, but neither he nor
any other Englishman seems to have studied Nonnus. At least
Ludwich's bibliography mentions only Porson, Musgrave, Wakefield, Northmor and Pierson, of whom Porson has one or two
emendations in his A dtersaria, and Musgrave drew on Nonnus for
the discussion of one verse in Euripides. J. A. Symonds devotes
seventeen pages to Musaeus in his Greek Poets, but for all his
liking for the "wonderful colors of decay," the "autumnal loveliness of literature upon the wane," he never mentions Nonnus.
Donaldson's continuation of K. 0. Muller gives an analysis of
Quintus Smyrnaeus book by book, but while he has plentiful scorn
for the formlessness of Nonnus' epic, and rather patronizes Marcellus, Nonnus' French editor and translator (Paris, FirminDidot, 1856), for asserting he has a plan for those who will read
him, Donaldson gives no idea of what Nonnus' contents are. Of the
shorter books in English, Gilbert Murray discusses only his metre,
and Wilmer Cave Wright, who devotes more attention to Nonnus
than most, assigns to his work of 21,088 lines just half the space
she grants the 343 hexameters of his disciple Musaeus. It would
be absurd to set up a quantitative measurement of poetry, and
Musaeus is certainly free from many gross vices of style under
which Nonnus labors, yet on the other hand it is at least disproportionate to fob off the founder of a whole influential school of
poets with no more mention than is vouchsafed his meagre imitators Tryphiodorus and Coluthus.
Nonnus is known to have been a native of Panopolis not only
from the testimony of Agathias of Myrina (IV, 23, p. 257) and the
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Violarium of Eudocia, but since 1907 on the authority of the Berlin papyrus (P. 10507) of about the seventh century, fragments of
a few lines luckily including the title of the fourteenth book. That
the author was an Egyptian is plain from a passage in the poem
26.238 where he speaks of the hippopotamus
oios epoi NeLXoLo
OepeL'yevEs
ol5/ia xapaboawv.
That he wrote in Alexandria is evident from an anonymous epigram, (Anthol. Palat IX, 198)
ev '1apti b6
N6vvosIEycA Havo'sJLv EJAi
.roXts,
'YXELO(AwV?E'TL yovasI'7Tcqa Ly avrVW,
which is itself derived from Book I, 13-14 where the poet says in
his invocation,
Wm)Ad
xopoviabovrta Ja?py 7rapa -ye'TOVL
VI'?01C
aT?7aaTre pol HpOrTa 7roXV'TpOrOVKTX.

His date is much harder to set. Ludwich, the editor of the
splendid 1909 Teubner edition, fixes his floruit between 390 A. D.,
when Gregory of Nazianzus (whose mother's name was Nonna)
wrote the poems which Nonnus imitated, and 405, when Eunapius
published his Lives of the Sophists, in which (p. 92) he makes
a statement which Ludwich interprets as referring especially to
Nonnus. The words are, " irL Ta
rE
KaTad A77lTOpLKJV'EiapKEL roofrov
ebIreLV, OTL

ALyV1TLOS.

TL 30 EKVOq(ir

rOt7LKf

IAEV ao4pa

1rxovTa&

The reference to the taste
'Ep/ujsavTrv a'7roKEX&pVeKEV."
of the Egyptians for poetry certainly alludes to such qualities as
distinguish Nonnus, but as a dating point it still leaves much to
be desired. Suidas gives the floruit of Coluthus as between 491519. Musaeus seems to have been the correspondent of Procopius of Gaza, who died in 520. Agathias, who wrote his history
after 554, refers to Nonnus by name as one of oi vkoL7ron7rat as
opposed to ol irpOTepov.This means nothing more exact than
"modern" as against "early" poets, and must not be pressed.
The importance in the poem of Tyre and Berytus, each of which
has a special panegyric devoted to it, that of Berytus being particularly minute in its geographical details, and alluding at great
length to the law school of Berytus, may furnish some day a
surer ground for dating than the vague reference of Eunapius to
6

i

awrovuaios

Egypt.
The chief interest Nonnus will always have is not so much literary as historical-he is an example on a gigantic scale of the
confusion of styles in literature and the syncretism in religion
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which mark the later Roman Empire. At the same time Nonnus
was not at all entirely destitute of poetic inspiration-his merits
however, whatever comparisons the Renaissance drew between
him and Homer, are quite invisible to any modern reader who
applies a Homeric standard to him. So far from its being Nonnus' intention to reproduce the Homeric atmosphere as Quintus
Smyrnaeus endeavored to do, he seems to have been far less an
archaizer than a most audacious modernist. The purists of his
time must have been shocked at his introduction of such "barbarous" themes as
-Py,-a
vies Aviovhov,birarta lEkyEa
into a Greek epic, and equally by his mention of Augustus,2 and
the picture of Hermes carrying a AaTrtVpba
5UXrov.3In religion, as we
shall see, he was as much a syncretist as Proclus-in one elaborate
passage, which reproduces the form of an Orphic hymn, the Tyrian
Heracles Astrochiton is identified with Helios, Belus, Ammon,
Apis, Arabian Kronos, Assyrian Zeus, Sarapis Zeus of Egypt,
Phaethon, Mithras the Babylonian Helios who in Greece is Phoebus
Apollo, Gamos, the son of Eros, Paieon the slayer of pain, and
finally Aether!
Indeed, Nonnus can be rightly appreciated only if we realize
that he was a sophist of a school not far removed from that of
Heliodorus, Achilles Tatius, and Longus. He was a sophist for
sophistic was the only living style of his age. His aim was evidently to reproduce the beauties of Homer, Hesiod, Euripides,
Callimachus, Theocritus and the bucolic school, including especially the author of the 'ErtTaiotos Btwposand the pastoral Anthologists, such didactic poets as Oppian of Apamea and the so-called
Orphic poets, the epideictic rhetors, and not least perhaps the prose
romancers, in a continuous poem with a plot elastic enough to
allow the insertion of anything. Callimachus' famous ",qi-ya,3M3XLoptA-ya KaK6OV could not be allowed to daunt him if he was to
satisfy the taste of his age with its insatiable appetite for words.
It is not attempted in this paper to discuss the sources of the
ViPo.4
vast congeries of stories worked by Nonnus into his rOLKXAOV
This a mere essay at determining what the Dionysiaca is, and how
Nonnus uses his material.
The form of his poem was dictated by the strictest convention1 41.366.

3 41.160.

2

'I, 15.

41.381.
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the deeds of gods and heroes must be recited in hexameters, which
was the same thing as to say the poet must be Homeric. Great
innovator in verse-form and vocabulary as he was, Nonnus yet
so much as any poet of the old
felt himself one of the 'OAIt7pLbat
type. Indeed not content with making tacit declaration of this
by countless reproductions of Homeric language and ideas, or even
by open reference by name to characters and scenes of the Iliad5
bears himself
and Odyssey,6 he is inspired by the 'O,4-pl6bEs
M6ovaaL,7
"the shield and spear of Father Homer,"8 hopes to hear in battle
"the ceaseless blast of Homer's learned trump,"9 and prays to
" Meles's all-splendid son"10that his " book coeval with the dawn"
may be gracious. It is at the beginning of the twenty-fifth book
that this consciousness of having Homer's eye upon him, so to
speak, becomes especially acute, and it is here that he announces
that in imitation of Homer he will describe only the last of the
seven years of the war against the Indians." It is worth noting
that Quintus Smyrnaeus never refers to Homer by name in the
Posthomerica.
A bare outline of the books follows, by which it is easy to see
that the poem divides itself into six octads of which the first and
last have nothing to do with the Indian war.
I
1. Rapeof Europa. Cadmusseeksher and meetsZeuswhois seeking
his thunderbolts
stolenby Typhon.
2. CadmushelpsZeusdefeatTyphon'sattack on heavenand is promised Harmoniafor bride.
3. Cadmussailsto Samothrace
to wooHarmonia.
4. UnwillingHarmoniais persuadedby Aphrodite. Cadmusslays dragon, and menbornof his teeth.
5. CadmusbuildsThebes. His sonsAristaeus,inventorof bee-keeping,
and Actaeon.
6. Zeusloves Persephone. Birthof DionysusZagreus. He is slainby
Titans. Zeusafflictsearthwith fireanddeluge.
7. Aeon.Mithraicgod of time, begs Zeusto restorejoy to the world.
Zeuspromisesto do so. ErosfiresZeuswith love of Semele.
8. Zeuslies with Semele;Herajealous. Dionysusborn.
"Achilles
and Lycaon 22.380-3; Glaucus and Diomede 15.165; Simois,
Scamander, Achilles 23.221.
6 Odysseus and Iphigeneia 13. 109-10; Proteus and Eidothea I, 14.37.
LO25.253
732.184.
8 25.265.
'l 25.8.
925.269.
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9. Dionysus nursed by nymphs, Ino, Mystis, and Rhea. Ino driven
by Hera to wander.
10. Ino and Melicertes and mad Athamas. Young Dionysus loves Ampelus.
11. Ampelus slain by a bull. Dionysus consoled by Eros and comforted with story of Calamus and Carpus.
12. The Hours read of the coming Vine on the tablets of Harmonia.
13. Zeus sends Dionysus against the Indians. Catalog of Dionysus'
army.
14. Rhea marshals the gods on Dionysus' side.
15. Dionysus defeats the Indians by making them drink of a river
turned to wine. The nymph Nicaea and Hymnus the shepherd who dies for
love of her and by her hand.
16. Eros punishes Nicaea. She drinks wine, sleeps, is found by Bacchus,
and bears him Telete.
III
17. March continued. Brongus the shepherd entertains Dionysus in
his hut and is rewarded with wine. Orontes, general of the Indians, kills himself in despair. Aristmus the leech. Blemys, ancestor of Blemyes, submits
to Dionysus.
18. Dionysus in Assyria entertained by King Staphylus, Queen Methe
and Prince Botrys, sends defiance to Deriades, king of Indians.
between Erechtheus
19. Games for funeral of King Staphylus-contest
and Oeagrus in song, and Maron and Silenus in pantomimic dance.
20. Dionysus renews war. Lycurgus of Arabia pursues him into the sea.
21. The Nymph Ambrosia, turned into vine, binds Lycurgus. Deriades
returns defiance to Dionysus, and divides his army on the Hydaspes, himself
and Thureus generals.
22. Revels of Dionysus' Bacchanals by the Hydaspes. The battle by
the River. Oeagrus, Aeacus, Erechtheus champions in Dionysus' army.
23. Dionysus defeats Thureus' army, Thureus only left alive. Hera
rouses Ilydaspes to fight Dionysus. Dionysus fights Hydaspes with fire.
24. Hydaspes prays for mercy. Gods help Dionysus. Deriades retreats
into city on news from Thureus.
Indianis weep for the dead. Bacchanals
feast. Leucus of Lesbos sings of Aphrodite at the Loom.

IV
25. Army of Deriades stays six years in the city. The poet will be very
Homeric and sing only last year-the seventh. Comparison of Dionysus with
other mythological heroes. After ten months Attis prophesies victory in the
seventh year and brings Dionysus from Rhea a shield made by Hephaestusshield described.
26. Athena in guise of Orontes in a dream rouses Deriades to battle.
Deriades marshals his forces. Catalog of his army and wonders of India.
27. Speeches of Deriades and Orontes to armies, speech of Zeus to gods
urging them to take sides.
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28. Corymbasus and Athenaeus doughty warriors. Deeds of the Cyclopes.
The battle a drawn
29. Hymenaeus wounded and healed by Dionysus.
one. Rhea lures Ares from the field by a dream.
Death of Tectaphus,
30. Morrheus, son-in-law of Deriades, Apta-reTeL.
who had once been suckled by his own daughter. Hera helps Deriades, Dionysus flees. Is encouraged by Athena.
31. Hera stiis jealousy of Persephone, begs sleep of Hypnus, borrows
cestus of Aphrodite.
Diony32. Hera puts Zeus to sleep, sends Erinys to madden Dionysus.
sus' army defeated.
V
33. Morrheus loves Chalcomeda. Eros and Hymenaeus at cottabosgame.
34. Morrheus neglects his wife, dreams Chalcomeda loves him, captures
all the Maenads.
35. Maenads in the city. Chalcomeda deceives Morrheus and flouts
him. Hermes delivers the Maenads. Zeus wakes and Dionysus is restored
to sanity.
36. Battle of the gods. Metamorphoses of Dionysus in battle with
Deriades. Dionysus builds ships. Three months truce to bury the dead.
37. Games for Opheltes. Chariot-races, boxing, wrestling, footrace,
discus, archery.
38. Eclipse of Sun, and other portents. Hermes comforts Dionysus
and tells him story of fall of Phaethon.
39. Sea-fight. Victory for Dionysus by fire-ships. Deriades retreats.
40. Dionysus slays Deriades in single combat by aid of Athena. Lamentations for Deriades. Dionysus' army returns from Orient with spoils.
Dionysus visits Tyre and temple of Heracles Astrochiton. Legend of founding
Tyre, and invention of navigation.
VI
41. Panegyric of Berytus. Dionysus on Lebanon. Founding of Berytus. House of Harmonia. Prophecy of Law School of Berytus.
42. Dionysus and Poseidon woo Beroe (Berytus).
43. They fight, and Poseidon wins the nymph.
44. Pentheus defies Dionysus.
45. The Bacchanals. Dionysus a prisoner. Teiresias tells Pentheus the
story of Dionysus and pirates.
46. Agave slays Pentheus. Lament of Agave and Autonoe.
47. Tale of Icarius and Erigone and her dog. Strife between Perseu, and
Dionysus.
48. War with the giants. Dionysus wrestles with Pallene and wins her.
His pursuit and conquest of Aura and her sad end. Birth of Iacchus.
Crown
of Ariadne. Dionysus among the gods.

On examination of this outline of books it is evident that there
is a double division of the contents and the two divisions do not
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mutually exclude each other-one a division into six octads or
groups of eight books each, and the other according to subject
matter, i. e., those books from the thirteenth to the fortieth inclusive
which deal with the Indian expedition, and those which do not.
The division into octads is plainly marked thus: 1st, eight books
up to birth of Dionysus. 2nd, eight books through first victory
over Indians and connected episode of Nicaea. 3rd, eight books
through victory over Deriades' main army and the Hydaspes.
4th, eight books down to madness and defeat of Dionysus. 5th,
eight books down to defeat and death of Deriades and the victorious return of Dionysus from the Orient with sojourn in Tyre.
6th, eight books to entrance of Dionysus into heaven. The number 48 of course = Iliad+Odyssey.
The Indian war begins inside one octad, and really ends inside
another, for the death of Deriades by no means ends book forty.
By all the conventions of Greek epic, the scheme of an Iliad was
prescribed for a poem which treated of a mythological war, and
Nonnus was, of course, glad to avail himself of such a device, which
gave him at least the advantage of a pattern to follow, in his
attempt to bring the weltering riot of his tropical fancies to some
semblance of order. To such a vitiorum suorum amator as he, this
was invaluable. The Indian war extends over parts of books
thirteen to forty inclusive=twenty-eight books, only four more
than the compass of an Iliad, and as it happens, of these twentyeight, four whole books (sixteenth Nicaea episode, nineteenth &OXa
& 2ra'Xy,, thirty-third Morrheus and Chalcomeda episode, thirtyeighth Phaethon's fall) and great parts of many others have nothing
to do with the Indian war. Accordingly, there are left just twentyfour books over which Nonnus threw the very external and artificial device of an Iliad, an arrangement perfectly obvious, but
mostly created by violence. There is a KaTaXo-yos of Dionysus'
army at the beginning, and another KaTraXo7yos of Deriades' army
in the middle of this 'Iv&Ka, a series of 4par-ef`a of prominent warriors on each side, a KC6Xos
,.asXn,more than one ,axn rapa7roraALuoS,
XlE7rl '0'XTr,
a Aura&zTn in full form, a !nrXoroda, a Geo,ouaXta,&Oa
a
a Auwynov iiav4a (=-,irvs
'AXLXX&os?)vavuaxLa (if not a ya'x-1brl
rats vavov), aA7ptabov aivacpeatsmodelled minutely after the dEKTOpos&vattpeots. As for real connection of these motives with the indi-

vidual events, there is none-the ,IV&FK4
was, of course, founded
really on the conquests of Alexander the Great, and the whole
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course of the war as Nonnus pictures it to himself (if he pictured
it at all) is a series of confusions between the campaign of an invader who attacks a country by land and sea in the style of the Hellenistic kings (with one apparently Roman touch, the xXcXn'n"
or
testudo formation) and the mere outside reminiscences of the siege
of Troy, both these two distinct elements being plentifully interspersed with other elements that fit in with neither. The complete breakdown of the two main lines of motive is seen at the
end, where the victory of Dionysus' army over the Indians
is won in a quite unlocated sea fight, and at the same time Dionysus is provided by Rhea with a suit of armor, or at least a magic
shield, which enables him to conquer Deriades. To the influence
of the histories of Alexander's campaign we owe Nonnus' introduction of military devices which are quite incapable of being harmonized with a story of the deeds of a motley array of Bacchw, Sileni,
Satyrs, Centaurs, Cyclopes and Pans mounted on bears, lions,
tigers and bulls.'3 Such modern touches are, a spy in the enemy's
camp,'4 the use of fireships," complicated single combats between
horseman and footman,'6 the combat of horse against horse,"7and
the struggles of infantry against "elephants endorsed with towers."18 Of course, there is a plentiful interspersion of remarkable
wounds and bizarre shapes of death, contorted bodies of the
slain,'9 and severed arms and hands which still wriggle and quiver
on the bloody ground20-an old Homeric motive. In general the
yeal historic conditions of warfare are reflected-as when Orontes,
the commander of Deriades' mobile army, first receives the brunt
of Dionysus' invasion and on the defeat of Orontes, Deriades
divides the home army on the Hydaspes and disputes the passage
of the river. Direct reference to Alexander the Great is very
slight. In one passage Olympias"lis mentioned as the twelfth after
eleven mythological brides of Zeus-that is all. Realistic touches
are the elaborate description of the elephant22and the hippopotamus,23the strange birds of India,24the trees higher than an arrow
flight2' (Herodotus).
As a matter of fact the 'IVLK&a
is not constructively the kernel of
the Dionysiaca but really only one longer episode amid a number of
1222.181.

la 28.9.

22.226.
28.74.
'9 28.113.
20 22.198.
17

18

1' 26.152.
1' 39.391.
1622.293.

26.295.
2326.235.
24 26.202.
?621.326.

22

21 7.128.
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shorter ones, and it is impossible to separate the materials derived
from the Iliad from those derived from the Odyssey, and other
sources. There is no attempt to conceal the sources of the reproductions. Thus the rape of Europa (I) is from Moschus' poem;
the Typhoneia suggests the Theogony; Cadmus' voyage to Samothrace (3) is combined, as we shall see, of elements from Homer
and the Argonautica; Cadmus' sojourn in Samothrace (3), and
Bacchus' sojourn with King Staphylus (18) are both from '03vouevs 7rapa 'AXKLiv*; the fight with the Spartoi (4) is from the
Argonautica (III, 1355); the story of Melicertes and mad Athamas
may have a motive from the Hymn to Demeter (250) reversed; the
quaint story of Brongus (17) suggests the Hecale of Callimachus;
Eros and Hymenaeus at cottabos (33) is from the Argonautica
(III, 115), Eros and Ganymede at tesserae game; the story of the
invention of the ship (40) is from 'O6uoraciws
axexLa(c); and the
floating islands in the same connection are from Apollonius'
Symplegades or from the Hymns to Delos; the visit of Aphrodite
to the palace of Harmonia is from the visit of Hera to Aphrodite
in the Argonautica (III, 36); the three books (44-6) of the Pentheus
episode are from Euripides BacchIu,though the story of Dionysus
and the pirates in forty-five is from the Homeric Hymnito Dionysus;
Artemis driving to the bath attended by nymphs (48, 310 ff.), is
from the Argonautica (III, 869).
More numerous and pervasive than the motives from any other
author (except Homer) are those from the bucolic poets. In
Nonnus the bucolic element is all intertwined with the most
rhetorical sophistic-this note is struck from the very outset in
the long speech of the 'EXXAvtos
OapaXrzos(I, 125) on seeing
VacUTr-s
was a great favorite with
Europa on the bull. The 'E7rr6.q5Los
BiLwvos
Nonnus, as it has been with greater poets long since, and he echoes
the lines about the letters on the hyacinth leaf in at least seven
different passages (2.80. 3.154. 11.261. 12.157. 12.224. 12.247.
19.187. In six other passages he echoes the Anthology (in one,
16. 321, he seems to be the model for Cyrus of Panopolis, Anthol.
Pal. IX, 136) and four of the six are in one characteristic bucolic
episode, Dionysus' love for Nicaea (books 15, 16):

3.19

Kal 7rX60s
Wptos'Tv from
A. P. X, 1 6 7rX&os
xpaLTn
(Leonidas)
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alO jPeXoS
i 4apr&pi,
e 5LKTVOJ
7yevb6j,1v
aGe ,Bos 'yev6,MvO7OpKT6VoV,
54pA Ae yvAvats
XEPOtv

eXa ptuetev

ea71 v6pa

o7rLoaOorvoto 5AT6tov)
%6eLa7roXIuwrXo, 54p& ge J.aLw

Xwo;Ecg reMELE

A. P. V. 83 e4.'
or?'ea

KTW.

from

&ave/Aos
'yevO,Mw,v 6*6 aTGre'xovaa 7rap' avryLs
-yviwYWaas,
KaLpA 7'VOPTa XMqoms.

ewe Aj65ov-ev6Mnv viroropcvpov,
64pi
&po-a,u/tv&
XapLorp FT?'OE1L XLOVJOts.

(Anon.)

15.286
"TpAvovA17XovO/oto
A. P. VII, 703

#Ae Xcpoty

3o6asKv0epeLa voLEL)EL.cf.

6 rta VVILK'a
OVpTLS6 KWA7'7T77S,

Xa vopevwv

(Myrinus)

4poupeL 6' avro'S E'XCWroL/AWpta
0caKTpOV'

'Epws.

16.297

KTrEVtvSyap

&LWKEcs
cf.

iro0eovra

Kac oV -ya,'OVrTa

A. P. V, 247.3
Kal 4,dbIyets4?XIEOPTaKact ov

ZLXEOPTa
b&6KELS

(Macedonius).
16.321

a6e

lraT?7p IAe 6Lbate TeXeaavyM,uou boXov oLVOU

conveyed by Cyrus A. P. IX, 136
aG0eiraT'p ju' ebtcbate KTX.
19.103

iravpoeir's, XtybAvOos, 'A,IAKXah, TWL a,u

A. P. VII, 713
7ravpoeris

"Hptvva

KaLcov iroXNi4vos

6.oLbais.

(Antipater).
It is hardly too much to say that Nonnus at his best is always
bucolic rather than epic-at least idyllic in the Greek sense. When
he is himself he falls naturally into the description of the sights
and sounds of the world of the shepherd, husbandman or hunter.
His description of the activities of Aristaeus is full of such genuine
touches, "the dogs following with pricked up ears the winding
scent of the game along the edge of the hill-pasture";'* the work of
the "bee-keeper, swathed from top to toe in cloth, smoking out
the hives";27 and the shepherd "leading from the hill's wooded
slope down to the lush grass in the hollow, the long stubborn line
26

5.229-233.

27

6.242-257.
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of sheep who follow unwillingly the goat which leads the flock,
yet from the heat of the day till evening they abide in the flowery
pasture and he unites them in one flock."28
Even when the circumstances of the introduction of a bucolic
motive are themselves ludicrous, as in the description of the flood in
book six, when Pan sees Galatea swimming by and inquires about
Echo and Polyphemus, or the substitution of a cow which seems to
sing, instead of a shepherd who sings, yet the pastoral touches
themselves are not without beauty in their appeal to the lover of
Theocritus-"Sweet though it be," replies Galatea, "let be the
Cyclop's song, no longer do I seek Sicilian seas."29
In the ninth book, when mad Ino was driven on her wanderings
by Hera, she "passed over mountain after mountain till she entered
the ravine of Pythian Delphi, and scarcely had she set her foot
by the dragon-haunted wood in her wild chase, when the shepherd
trembled at her savage cries, and the worshippers at the shrine
fled before her. As she sped over the mountain the hunter shrunk
from her and left his toils and the stakes which supported them,
the goatherd drove his goats under the cavernous folds of the craggy
cliff, the aged ploughman shuddered at her agonized leaps as he
drove his oxen sweating neath the yoke, Pytho's prophetic virgin
ran over the mountain shaking her laurel-crowned locks, and
climbed up the peaks of the mountain where she hid in the Delphic
(Corycian) cave."30 So too when the ogre Alpus infested the Sicilian
mountains until Dionysus slew him. "Oft as Cnold shepherd led
his flock along the mountain down to their midday feeding grounds,
he was devoured, and in those days Pan sate not by sheepcote and
byre making music on his pipe of reeds, and Echo answered not
his throbbing pipe. The drover and the woodcutter vexed no more
the Dryads by cutting ship-timber in the forest."'"
The dividing lines between the bucolic, the elegy, and the epigram in Greek are only arbitrary. This is plain everywhere in
the literature, but in Nonnus the fourth element of sophistic display combines with the others almost everywhere. This is perhaps
best examined in the episodes of Nicaea and Aura. In both of
these stories the heroine is a fiercely chaste huntress who scorns
love and is punished for her haughty virginity by being deflowered
by Dionysus while she lies through his wiles in a drunken stupor.
25 6.261-267.

296.302-324.

309.250 ff.
3145.183.
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Each of the stories employs motives from the bucolic poets, and
they both draw heavily on the rhetoric of the schools for endless
conceits that expand and overlie the other material till it is all
drenched in sophistic. As these episodes are extremely typical of
Nonnus' style in the bucolic genre, it is worth while perhaps to
analyze the stories at length.
Nicaea (15. 170 ff.), "another Artemis, alien to love, knowing
naught of Aphrodite," roamed the wooded hills of Bithynia (cf.
nymph Beroe of Berytus) shunning the house, hunting the bear,
and driving a chariot of lions. A lion fawns at her feet like
Una's lion in Book I of the Faerie Queene. The neatherd Hymnus
loved her and neglected his herds, which wandered over the hills
seeking their master who
eLsj3acU'p 1XGEVepcwTa KaL OVKETLThprETO

rollAvD,

a&Xar'pwrTa).
(cf. Theoc. Comos (III) 42 e's Oa3vcv
As the huntress sped over the mountain side, the shepherd
watched as her peplos was lifted by the breeze and saw the beauty
that bloomed upon her body-white were her thighs and her
ankles rosy, like lilies and anemones and meadows of roses were
her snowy limbs to view. When she drew her bow, he called his
cattle to witness how he longed to be her arrow, net, quiver or
bowstring that she might take him in her arms and draw him to
her breast.33 He appealed to her by the memory of Tithonus,
Ganymede, and Endymion not to despise a neatherd.34 When he
called upon the oaks to remind his beloved of Daphne and her fate,U
she replied by taunting him with the ill success of Pan with Echo,
Daphnis with his maid, and Apollo with Daphne.36 He responded
in a long 6icaTLs
full of every commonplace of " conceited" antithesis,
begging at least for death at her hands, requested her to plant
narcissus, crocus, smilax and anemone over his grave," and composed a distich inscription for his tomb. The nymph took him at
his word, and pierced his throat with her arrows. The Oreads,
Naiads, the nymphs of Rhyndacus (in Bithynia), Niobe on her
mount, all bewailed him and sang caothva. Not so much wept the
daughters of Helios, Phaethon's sisters, for their brother's fiery fate
32 15.209.

35

15.299.

15.258.
3415.279.

36

15.306.

37

15.353.

33
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as the nymphs of Astacus chided the deed of the fierce Nicaea.A9
Eros threw away his bow and swore by Hymnus' death he would
unite Nicaca to Dionysus, Rhea and Echo bewailed him, and the
oak trees called down upon the hardhearted nymph the curses of
Cytherea and Artemis. Nemesis saw the dead shepherd and
pointed him out to Aphrodite, blaming Eros himself for his death.
Then one of his kine lamented him, and "seemed to sing"39 a bucolic
threnos of twenty-one lines with the four times repeated refrain,
V)
pLv 'KTaVE KObpn
f0V3ToqS KaXo's 6XwXe, KxaXi
Perished a shepherd fair, and fair too the maiden who slew him,
A virgin her lover hath slain-in lieu of love-potions she gave him
Doom for his meed, and she dyed her steel in the blood of the shepherd,
Mad for her love though he was, and she quenched all the torches of ErosPerished a shepherd fair, and fair too the maiden who slew himRousing the wrath of the Nymphs, she heard not the rocks of the mountain,
Heeded the voice of the elm not at all, nor regarded the pine tree
Praying to her, "O loose not the shaft! 0 slay not the shepherd!"
Hymnus was mourned by the how] of the wolf and the dumb bear bewailed him,
Even the terrible eyes of the lion shed tears for the shepherd.
Perished a shepherd fair, and fair too the maiden who slew him.
Seek, 0 ye heifers, for yet other crags, yet search out, ye cattle,
Hills that are new, for love hath destroyed my sweetest of shepherds,
Slain by the hand of a damsel! And now what brake shall receive my
Wandering tracks? Farewell, 0 ye meads! farewell, ye soft pastures!
Perished a shepherd fair, and fair too the maiden who slew him.
Farewell, a long farewell, ye cliffs and ye mountains and well-springs,
Fare ye right well, 0 Naiad and Dryad! Then Pan of the shepherds

Answered their cries, and Phoebus: "Henceforth let the pipe lie forsaken!
Where art thou, Nemesis, Cypris? Lay, Eros, no hand on thy quiver.
Surcease of song my syrinx, for dead is the clear-throated shepherd."
Eros now fires the heart of Dionysus

with love for Nicaea,

whom

he woos in full rhetorical complement of tropes and phrases-he will
be a hunter like her; he will beseech her love, holding out not coldly
chaste Athena's olive, but his own vine branch; he wishes she
would tear his hair-it will only give him an opportunity to hold her
hand and squieeze it; he says she is a second Eos, a younger Selene;

would she were his Europa; would he were her eagle to bear her
off like Aegina; would above all she were his Danae. He noticed
that all the flowers of the meadow reminded him of her and he
cried out to the winds that her cheeks were a bed of roses that
faded not, her anemones ceased not to blush; he looked at the
Is 15.

380 if.

39 15.398.
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lily, and beheld her white wrists, he gazed upon the hyacinth and
lo, her dark hair; he prays he may be her servant and bear her
nets and stakes; he promises to give her Spartan hounds, if she will
love him, and describes the beauty of the bed he will cover with
vine leaves for her; he begs her not to ruin her complexion; he
promises her some Indian captives; he begs her to become a
Bacchanal-all this eloquence, whlich, of course, though not amoebean is a counter song to that of Hymnos, is useless, and Nicaea's
heart is not touched by his 135 lines of musky tinkling pastoral
wooing. Then he finds in the forest a cunning hound which
Pan had given him, and he appeals to the dog for help, apostrophizing the oaks and rocks. The nvmph of the ashtree taunts him
with his lack of success in comparison with his sire Zeus. Then
Nicaea drinks of the river which has already made drunk the army
of the Indians, and Eros and Nemesis tell Dionysus she is asleep.
Dionysus steals to her on tiptoe, and the earth sends forth all its
most beautiful plants to deck the marriage bed.40 In her dream
Nicaea saw Hypnos leading a train of Loves; the wind that made
the bacchanal wood leap as it passed by sang of its own accord the
nuptial hymn; virginal Echo modestly replied; the pipe danced
over the earth and piped its Hymen Hymenaee loud and shrill;
the pine upon the mountain whispered "lovely is their wedding."
The ghost of Hymnus borne along the wind troubled the sleep of
the bride as she dreamed; Pan was jealous as he thought of his
Echo, and a Satyr taunted him with his failure to succeed where
Dionysus had won. Immediately Pan took up the song and
lamented that he had not become a vinedresser rather than a
shepherd. Finally, when Nicaea awoke and found herself no longer
a virgin, she lamented her lot with appeals to the Hamadryads,
asked whether she should upbraid Echo or Artemis, complained that
neither Pitys nor Daphne had warned her against Dionysus, to
whom she bore a daughter Telete.
The episode of Aura in the forty-eighth book is in some respects
a doublet of that of Nicaea. Aura also was a virgin of Bithynia,
a second Artemis, a KOVp1/ AvTLveLpca, a huntress of the lion and the
bear. One day she slept beneath a bay-tree and dreamed Eros
taunted her with her future subjection to love. When she woke
she upbraided Daphne.4 One day-Artemis, mistress of the chase,
went to bathe in the Sangarims.and Aura drove the car drawn bv
40 16.270.

41

48.292.
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stags. As the goddess modestly bathed, the nymph accused her
of being evidently soft and feminine like Aphrodite, not masculine
like Athena or herself, pointing to the large full development of
the goddess's breasts as evidence that Artemis was not really a virgin. Artemis was enraged, and sought revenge. For this purpose she went to the goddess Nemesis, whom she found near the
lofty peaks of snow-covered Taurus. Nemesis promised that
Aura should one day mourn the loss of her own virginity, and Eros
was ordered to inflame Dionysus with love. Dionysus wanders
over the mountains and apostrophizes Pan, calling him fortunateAura, not like Echo, is as heartless and unresponsive as a lion or
a bear, an oak or a pine, a cornel-tree or a cliff. Overcome by
weariness and passion he ceased to utter his complaint to the winds
of spring, and sank to rest beneath a myrtle, when the Hamadryad
of the tree peeped forth from its buds and told him he must first
bind Aura before he could enjoy her.42 As he slept he dreamed,
for it was a myrtle,43and the ghost of the dead Ariadne came and
chided him for his fickleness, and then vanished like shadowy
smoke. Dionysus woke and remembered how he had overcome
Nicaea. Meanwhile Aura was thirsty and sought a fountain and
Dionysus knew it. He struck his thyrsus into the earth and made
a fountain of wine spring forth. Persuaded by Peitho, Aura drank
and fell down in drunken slumber. Eros told Dionysus, who hid
her quiver and arrows, and binding her feet and hands deflowered
her as she lay. Hypnos was the 'yaIAoa-r6Xos,
for the marriage was
as a dream, the hill danced, the Hamadryad waved the branches
of her pine, Echo only refused to dance and hid in the depths of
the rocks.
Aura raged when she woke, and slew neatherd, shepherd and
husbandman; went into the temple of Cypris, scourged the statue
of the goddess, threw it into the river Sangarius, and threw down
also the statue of Eros. Returning to the forests, she still knew
not who had deflowered her. She became pregnant, would have
ripped up her own womb, and often she entered the cave of the
lioness in order to be devoured, but all in vain. Artemis saw her
and laughed and came taunting her, telling her that Dionysus was
the author of her woe, and that she should become a Bacchanal.
Artemis taunted her with having swelling and milky breasts. Aura
a 48.522.

4a42.343.
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uttered cries like a lioness in labour when her time came. Echo
answered her. Aura tried to hold back her birthpangs, fearing
to call Artemis Ilithyia or the Hours. She cursed Artemis and
Athena and wished the same fate for them. Artemis in return delayed still more her pangs. Nicaea saw her and sorrowed with her
as a sister in misfortune. Artemis came a second time and taunted
her unmercifully.
Even as Artemis spoke Aura gave birth to twins. With a
final taunt Artemis departed. Dionysus begged Nicaea to save
one of the two childen for him, for Aura would certainly kill one
of them. Aura exposed one child to the jaws of a lioness but
the beast only licked the child and suckled it. Then Aura devoured the child herself. Artemis caught up the other child, and
Aura threw herself into the Sangarius and became a fountain.
Artemis gave the child to Dionysus, who delivered it to Nicaea
to be suckled. When the child was weaned, Dionysus conducted
him to Athens where he became Iacchus, the third after Zagreus
and Bromius.
Then Dionysus put the Corona Ariadnae in the sky, and himself mounted to Olympus.
This hideous story of triumphant lust indifferent to its victim
has the material for horror in it, but the reader feels none. Neither
Dionysus nor any other person in the poem has an individual
character. Sir William Jones thought there might be some connection between the style of Nonnus and that of the Mahabharata
and Rhmayana. While no such direct influence has even been
traced, the sensuality of the Egyptian poet and his utter indifference to character as opposed to action has suggested the same
comparison to later students. In all that relates to morals the
Dionysus of Nonnus bears a striking resemblance to the men in
Achilles Tatius' "Clitophon and Leucippe"-equally yvvaLKoAa;vis
and that simply and solely in a physical way, with scarcely a touch
of sentiment, equally a sophist, and equally a coward.
Not only is Bacchus another Clitophon in character, so far
as he has a character, but from his words and the words of his poet
could be extracted just such another lover's manual as Achilles
Tatius provides. In one scene" Pan actually delivers to Bacchus
a lecture on love and its lore of the general type so familiar in
Tibullus41 and Ovid in parts of the A rs A matoria. From this
"1 42.205.

45

Book I, car. 4.
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precious disquisition (of course, a stock-subject for ages) and elsewhere in the poem, we garner such store of wisdom as that beauty
unadorned is most tempting;46 modesty inflames love;47 of desire
alone there is no satiety;48 women are more amorous than men,
but in their modesty they conceal the wounds of Eros, love maddened though they be, and this concealment makes Love's sparks
still hotter, for when they seek a confidant they alleviate their
pangs;49 an imitation of blushing modesty will win a woman;50
but, above all, flattery will, for above all golden treasure, she prefers to hear of her own rosy beauty, that it surpasses all her
friends;5" a knowing silence accompanied by nods and winks52is
useful; it is also advisable to smite the brow in feigned astonishment,53for astonishment furnishes the conduit (oXEeTniyo')to Love,
and when Love begins, the eye is its precursor;54above all, do not
be timid, for women have no weapons, their only lances are darted
from their eyes, and their only arrows are their rosy cheeks;55and
you need no money, if you are handsome, for women love beauty
and not gold.56 We also learn without surprise that the surest
remedy for an old love is a new one;57 moreover, that to sleep
beneath a myrtle brings dreams of love;58 and that love's sparks
wax warmer in the darkness of the night.59
Compared with this wealth of reflection on the one topic of
love, we have but two reflections on life and death-one of these
a really effective expansion of Glaucus' oi'n 2rEp 4XcXowYevef
(Z 145) absurdly enough put in the mouth of Cadmus the wooer
in reply to a question from his bride, "Dear nymph (or bride),
why askest thou me so the blood of my descent? The race of mortals doomed to swift decay I liken to leaves, for the leaves are shed
upon the earth by the wild winds when the season of Fall sets in,
but others the treey wood bringeth forth fresh in its tresses in the
hour of spring. So this one of the generations of mortals of brief
span has galloped down life's course and yieldeth to destruction,
but that one is still in bloom only to yield to another, for slowly
flowing with recurrent stream the age (acd'o) reshapes itself from
46

42.85.

47 42.350.

4842.182.
49 42.209.
50 42.217.
B1 42.228.
52 42.232.
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57 11.359.
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eld to youth."60 The other is a still clearer expression of the
transmigration of souls. The Indians buried their dead "as who
had escaped from the earthy bonds of mortal life, the soul being
sent thither whence it came, back to the old turning post (starting
point and goal) in circling chain,6
EcrapXvocavTro

ota

3Lov f3por'Eov

VxnS

wTE/lO/V?Y

Oavovras

-yartjta

5eu/ua

Owyovrtas

, OOEV XVOE, KVKXalA3

aELtpy

vvo-oaves apXac-v.

It is the more remarkable that this belief is ascribed to the Indians,
who are here called E`yopovcE 'Jvbol, for in general only the savage
nature of the Indians as 'yq-yEvEs is brought out.
Monstrous and heartless cruelty is everywhere throughout
Greek poetry the attribute of angry deities, but few pictures of the
childish and pitiless spite of heaven are more revolting than the
story of Aura. It affects the reader less than the story of the
wrath of Aphrodite against Hippolytus only because Euripides
handies men and women, and this Egyptian only presents the
"beauty of a painted hall." With this cruelty goes naturally
enough an extreme sensuality, of which dozens of examples could
be offered in contrast to themasculine health and reticence of
Homer. The loves of Zeus for Semele,62 of Morrheus for Chalcomeda63and of Hymnus64and Dionysus6' for Nicaea and Aura66and
the scenes of the Indian warrior gazing on the slain Bacchante67
and the wrestling matches of Dionysus with Ampelus61 and Pallene, the symbolism of the address to Beroe by Dionysus as
husbandman of Lebanon-all these show equally an oriental sensuality varied with differing degrees of beauty. For the beauty of
some of these scenes, especially the last, is not to be denied, except
by hypocrites, only it is a beauty worlds removed from even the
least dignified scene in Homer-the song of Demodocus.
Worth
noticing is the virago nature of all Nonnus' women, which is as
marked as the womanishness of the men.
Closely akin to this gross "self-absorption with the details of
their own bodies" as the specific brand of Greek decadence has
C0 3

248 ff.
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been well described, is the lack of humor Nonnus displays. Like
the sensuality, this want of a sense of humor, that natural accompaniment of sympathy and pity, is the inevitable reverse side of
the asceticism which in Nonnus' own land above all was conquering society. Nonnus does show at times a coarse humor sometimes
in keeping with the action, as when Deniades replies to the satyrherald of Dionysus that when he has conquered Bacchus he will
keep the satyr to fan the feasters in the conqueror's palace by
flapping his ears.69 (Such characterization as the Indians receive
is almost everywhere that of giants-enemies of the gods, who have
no gods but -yaEaKacLrwp.70) The humor of the fanciful OcaroKofraU71"whose custom it is to sleep on their long ears," like some
of the droll fancies of Lucian's parodies, is in place in a list of the
marvels of India, as is the fable that elephants, having no knees,
cannot lie down.72 Far commoner, however, than any such
deliberate touches of humor as the OWacTOKO-Tra
and the ass-eared
satyr, who are both after all only monsters, are the cases where
Nonnus' over-exuberant fancy has introduced some touch which
in flagrant lack of reticence or absurd bathos spoils the rest of the
scene. Examples of the former are 32.33-5 (Atbs4irartn)and 48.369
(Aura to Artemis), and of the latter 42.76, where it is expressly
mentioned in praise of Beroe, the patroness nymph of Berytus,
that she used no cosmetics (ob {acwofpoi KOOIIuCOXPLLTaliV,) to adorn
her beauty, "which nature (bo-Ls) had given the nymph, which
nature had invented." Such emphasis seems somewhat misplaced
in describing a real nymph, but the fourth century evidently
resembled somewhat the twentieth. And rhetoric always runs
the risk of missing the sublime. A wonderful case of it is found
in 47.560, where Hera bids Perseus in combat with Dionysus turn
the Bassarids into statues by means of the Gorgon's head, and with
these improvised works of art in stone adorn the streets and agora
of Argos! The same sort of absurdity spoils two scenes in which
Nike appears-in 4.450, at the victory of the gods over the giants,
Ares slips in the gore and stains his armor, and Nike, who
stands close bv (like the umpire at a German Mensur), gets her gown
bespattered with blood. Absurd as this is, it is surpassed by the
description of Nike as attendant at the wedding of Cadmus,73
69
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where she "wove with virginal lips the nuptial song, and winding
her footsteps in the circling dance, made her wings modestly
flutter amid the wings of the Erotes." An equally ridiculous figure
is cut by Artemis at the bath,74 who is so excessively modest that
she will not strip and be done with it, but apparently afraid of
her own body, undresses and washes herself by degrees, like a
hospital nurse with a bed-ridden patient. A far cry back to the
Aphrodite of Cnidos! However, perhaps, the most irritating
absurdity of all is the ascription of the 'EIrr&kos 'TfAvov
to a melancholy cow! A picture75 which would be well enough in keeping
with the milieu of "Clitophon and Leucippe," but is sufficiently
de trop in an epic setting is that of Morrheus, the Indian prince
who loves the Bassarid Chalcomeda, tiptoeing to bed for fear of
waking his black-bosomed spouse Chirobia (evidently he feared
the weight of her hand), and wishing Chalcomeda would appear
and bring light into his darkness.
In order to see clearly how Nonnus' description differs from
that of Homer and Apollonius, it may be well to examine two
elaborate IrL8e'tILs, the K6a1oua'ir6rXovs76 and the 'HX'KTpasavXi.77
The groundwork of the description of the voyage of Cadmus is
the regular Homeric formulas for voyaging by sea as in A 430 ff.,
the arrival of Odysseus at Chrysa and his departure, and the more
extended one in a 389 ff., the departure of Telemachus from
Ithaca. The elements of such a scene are almost strictly narrative
in the Iliad, more elaborately descriptive in the Odyssey; the scene
in Nonnus is worked out with every elaboration of ornament in
"colors" of the anthologists and Apollonius' Argonaut, I. 519the overrich embroiderv of the theme being in a sense iustified by
the festive nature of the voyage, for Cadmus is sailing over
vernal seas to woo his divine bride.
In the Iliad, when the ship leaves harbor (the time being marked
only by the appearance of rosy fingered Dawn), Apollo sends a
fair breeze, they set up the mast and spread the white sails, the
wind blows into the midst of the sail and the dark purple wave
shrieks about the keel as the ship speeds on. The ship runs
down the wave accomplishing her way, and when her destination is
reached, of it is an out bound ship entering a foreign harbor,
when they have entered the deep haven, they furl sails, stow
1'
7.
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them in the black ship, let down the mast by letting go the forestays (7rpoT6vots)and lowering the mast into the mast-crutch
row the ship forward to her moorings, throw out the
(crarobo6Kn)
drag-weights, (6vpai) fasten the stern-hawsers, and go ashore. But
on reaching home after a voyage, they draw the black ship high on
the sand of the beach, stretch tall props under her, and leave her.
In the Odyssey, when Telemachus departs, the night before
the voyage the swift ship is drawn down into the sea, fitted out
with all the tackle (87rXa) a well-benched ship carries, and is rowed
out to the harbor mouth, where the crew wait by it. When the
captains (Telemachus and Mentor-Athena) have come aboard,
the crew cast the stern-hawsers (irpvu'iv7La) loose and go aboard
themselves and seat themselves on the benches. Athena sends
them a favorable wind, a fresh western breeze, which comes whistling (KEXiabovra)over the wine-dark sea. At the command of the
captain they hoist up the fir-wood mast in the hollow mast-foot
make it fast by means of the forestays, and haul up the
(MAeco6b,p),
white sails by means of the smooth-twisted rawhide ropes (go0ihn),
and the wind blows into the sail and the ship pursues her voyage
as in the Iliad, while the crew make the tackle (o0rXca=sheetsor
halvards) fast and set up the wine bowls all along the swift black
ship.
In the Argonaitica, after the Argo had been fitted out for the
voyage, at evening when the peaks threw their shadows over the
fields, all the crew spread a deep bed of leaves (Oaceiav 4vXXbta)
on the sand by the grey sea beach, and lay in order at the feast.
Then when the radiant Dawn with her gleamningeyes caught sight
of the lofty peak of Pelion, and the sea began to heave and swell
under the wind and wash the sides of sun-bathed promontories,
Tiphys, the helmsman, awoke and summoned the Argonauts and
they took their allotted places upon the benches at the oars, each
by his own armour; and now the hawsers (1raEaaTa) were hauled
in and the libation was poured; then to the sound of Orpheus'
lyre they smote the tumbling water with their oars, as rhythmically
as dancers round an altar strike the earth with their feet, and the
swish of the sea surged against the side, and the dark brine, murmuring hoarsely at the might of the sturdy men, boiled into foam on
each side of the ship, and floated astern in a long white wake like
a path which stretches away over a meadow. But when they had
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left behind the narrow mouth of the bay, at the command of Tiphys,
who handled skilfully the smooth steering oars (7rnba'Xta),
they set up
the great mast in the mast box (yeaoMb,u7)
and made it fast by means
of the fore-stays which they drew down at each side, and let the
canvas (XiLva)drop down (Xekav)it, when they had hauled it up to
the block (jXaK6&) [or the revolving top of the mast], and the shrill
wind caught (iv . . . rrwka')the sail; then they made the
halyards fast to separate smooth pins (rEp6vgpa)
on the after deck
(Ir 1Kpl64&v).
And as they sped smoothly past the long promontory
of Tisaea, and Orpheus sang and played, the fish, little and
monstrous, came rushing over the deep sea and followed, skimming
the wet ways as they swam, even as sheep a piping shepherd.
In these three accounts of a voyage the picturesque description increases steadily as we pass from the Iliad to the Odyssey
and thence to the Argonautica. It is noticeable, though, that
Homer contents himself with plain precise nautical terms in the
Iliad, and uses only a few general epithets in the Odyssey passage,
and Apollonius, while he uses three set similes, contents himself
otherwise with more detailed pictures of nature, in which however,
but one metaphor occurs (4aiEvoLS6o,u.ao-v 'Hws) and more minute
description of the parts of the ship (7ri1&Xta, Xiva, 7iXaKa"r1,7rep6vaL,
LKpLa, K&Xwas).

The method of Nonnus (3. 1-54) is to embroider every hint in
as much detail as it will bear, and more, thus; "The winter was
gone, Orion was rising, exhibiting his cloudless baldric and the
gleaming surface of his sword, and no longer did the frosty footsteps
of the sunken Bull bathe themselves in the circular lake (i. e.,
ocean); and no longer was the marble water beyond the clime of
the thirsty78 Bear traversed with unwet footsteps-no longer did
the Scythian whip on his migrant house and scratch the surface
of frozen Ister into watery furrows as he crossed its stream on
track of wooden wheels. Already Zephyr's precursor, the season
pregnant with bursting buds, had made drunk the dewy breezes,
and the sweetly twittering swallow, shrill messenger that in the
spring is man's fellow-lodger, had just appeared to shorten the
morning sleep; now naked from their fragrant cover the flowers
laughed, all washed in the lifegiving dew of spring. Then Cadmus left the saffron halls of the Cilicians and MIt. Taurus' lofty78 e 275 ol 6' &,apop6s

OTTLXOETpCOV

QeKavoLo
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horn6d peak-left them at morn when Dawn clove the darkness.
Now it was the season for sea-faring. At Cadmus' eager bidding
the curb-chains79of his ship were hove from the ground: the mast,
whose high head smote the upper air, was raised erect; then gently
whipping the sea with the breath of morn the light breeze hummed
over it and whistled as it conducted the ship (irog/ro6p(xXv

KESa'6,q/a);

and then it made the swell of the sea roll back and forth under its
gusts and so broke up the dolphins' dance amid the waves, for
he turns his somersaults when the sea is calm and still. Through
the twisted cordage sharp piped the whistle of the wind and the
forestays roared as the wind passed, and the sail was hard put to it,
and bellied out pregnant with the wind as the ship sped straight on
cf. Hom. lrororbopoto).
(vwuropov= vTOiS

The never-stable billows were

cloven and fell back again in spray upon the tumbling water, and
as the ship urged on over the sea the sound of the waves hummed
about the keel, and the sea was divided in a path as the steering
oar with its amplustre8" cut its trace deep into the humped and
whitecap-covered surface of the sea. When after a ten days'
voyage they saw the flame of the sleepless pine on Samothrace,
the sailors rejoiced at approaching land, and furling their sails,
brought the ship near her moorings in calm water, just ruffling
the windless water with their oartips as they brought her to land
under the shelter of the harbor. The ships were not drawn up
were passed through
aslant (aKXLP,wP), but their hawsers (7rWELMaTa)
holes in the stone landing stage (48 rp-qrbs6PVu 7rETpaLosifatTro
7reto,4ara v7Cn') and the curved tooth of the ship's bridle fastened

itself tight deep in the bosom of the moist sand, just as Phaethon
sank. On the beach the sailors spread upon the sands beds that
lay upon the earth, nor had any coverlets

(a'aropecas -frEcafopk'xaPro

xa,yevas) after their evening meal, and on their heavy eyes Sleep,
the wanderer, set his noiseless foot."
In this passage the time of year is set first positively and next
negatively by a double picture of the winter that had passed, then
Spring is described in terms of Meleager's Spring (Anthol. IX,
of Leonidas and Antipater
363) and the 7rpoTrpe'rTtKa ets vavTrlav
(Anthol. X, 1 and 2). The operations of getting under way and
bringing the ship into harbor are described after Homeric models
79 (xa4XLwi'Pta) vPus xaxLv6, Pindar P. 4.42 xaXwwr*ptaPe6vEur. Hec. 539

Opp. H. 1.359.
80

iriaxlouv 6 x6pvfpa.
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(except for the mooring holes in the wharf), with touches from
Apollonius, but the violent metaphors are more in the manner of
Pindar and the tragedians. The palace and gardens of Electra
where Cadmus woos his bride are taken from -qof the Odyssey,
and here, too, Nonnus follows his usual plan of combining motives
from Homer and Apollonius, in free composition in the taste of
his own day.
As Cadmus went up from the harbor to the town, he was met
by Peitho in the form of a working woman with a water jar of
silver in which she had been drawing water-an omen of his
approaching nuptials. This was near the city by the hollow
troughs where the women wash clothes, and here the goddess
enveloped him in a cloud to enable him to enter the city unseentwo disconnected motives from the Odyssey lugged in for nothing, as
the troughs are never mentioned again, and since Cadmus was already promised Harmonia as his bride, and her foster-brother
Emathion welcomes him kindly, why the protection? As Cadmus
passed, a crow perched under an olive's sof t gray shade chided him for
being a laggard in love. Cadmus, unlike Jason in Argon, III, 929,
needs no Mopsus to interpret the crow's language, and has done
nothing to deserve the crow's taunts, though later he makes a bashful
and mournful suitor. Once in sight of the king's " far-visible, allhospitable court," Cadmus is deserted by Peitho, who points silently
to the palace and vanishes.
Cadmus stands and gazes at the palace, the work of Hephaestus.
The palace was new, with a brazen threshold well-wrought, with
lofty door-posts, and doors opening in both directions under the
gateways covered with reliefs. The middle of the roof was spherical-a hilt8l'with swelling head and the surface walls from innermost chamber to threshold were covered with mosaic work laid
in white plaster.82 Here the palace of Alcinous is easily recognizable, but here there is no glitter of gold and silver, and the walls
instead of being of brass (cls .Avxav
et obboio)83are of mosaic, which
with the domed roof makes the characteristic Byzantine architecture. This palace, like Hagia Sophia is also KLOUY b,Vwoaa (126),
but far more conspicuous than its columnar architecture are the
"I MXos,which would tempt

one to read G6Xos.

82340s.

*33.140, q 86.
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osypa7rreliefs (yXv4OLes)uand the beauty of the pictured hall (KaMm
TOWo MO.Opov) and the glittering brilliancy of the quarried stonework. The use of mosaic on the walls of Electra's palace is illustrated best by the palace of King Staphylus in 18.67, "conspicuous
for the beauty of its ornamentation of divers colored stones-a hall
whose lovely craftsmanship shone in the colors of the sun and moon
with the gleam of variegated marble; its walls were white with
ore of silver and dazzled the eyes of mortals with the flash of
lychnite. The hall, moreover, was beautiful with stone that
exhibited a fiery blush, among which the wine-dark amethyst was
set with (ipEtbo,.tv) the jacinth, the yellow agate emitted its
smoky glow, the spotty ophite twinkled like a snake's scales, and
Assyria's emeralc shot forth its splendid green. Rich gilding
gleamed red on the surface of the wooden ceiling of the hall, which
rested on ranks of columns. The gleaming floor was variegated
with fair tessellated work of marble cut into many pieces, and the
vast gateway was covered with a fine sheathing of a certain beautifully carved wood like new sawn ivory."
Like that of Alcinous the palace of Electra has before it a gardenclose of four acres. The gardens of Alcinous were the last word
in luxuriant splendor to Homer's auditors: in that earthl) Paradise
grew pears, pomegranates, apples, figs, olives, and grapes, the
zephyr blew there all the year round, and fruits of every stage
grew together. There was in it besides a vegetable garden, and two
springs watered it. This garden Nonnus conveyed with all its
fruits except the vine, which was not yet created (7.76). To the
plants Homer enumerates he adds the palm, laurel, myrtle, cypress,
and hyacinth, and into this bewildering tropical gardeni,or rather
jungle, he transfers the golden stattues of boys bearing torches to
light the evening banquet, while he removes the golden and silver
dogs of Alcinous from the palace and stations them in ranks
apparently of the garden, where
before the doors (&-yxL
Ovp&cop),s
they greet Cadmus with friendly barks and wagging tails in a way
that suggests both the lions before the Interpreter's house in Pilgrim's Progress, and the famous lion throne of Byzantium.
The gardens of Alcinous in the precision and order which distinguish all their magic, and in their entirely practical and useful
84

Argon III, 218=Triglyphs.

65

3.174.
8pxoTDS &yxt Oup&wv.
aTLXeS &yxt Ovp&wv
I 112. O%KV4KWlP
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fruits and vegetables, are much more Hellenic than the garden of
Electra. Even Hesiod must have approved of them. Yet it is
impossible to deny the oriental richness of coloring in Nonnus'
pictured paradise: "Hard by before the royal house, the dewy
fruit hung heavy on the trees of a great orchard-close of four
acres; there the male palm spread his leaves and vowed his passion for the female palm, and noble pear beside its coeval pear
whispered at morn, and as it waved its fruit, lashed the rich
olive's neighboring bough. In the winds of spring the myrtle leaves
quivered next to the shamefaced laurel (Daphne), and the perfumed
breeze fanned the erect (read opOtovfor opGptopof text) foliage of
the leafy cypress; the sweet fig and the juicy pomegranate's
blushing fruit flourished side by side with the crimson fruit hard
by, and apple flowered by its neighbor apple; there the leaves of
many a weeping hyacinth were pied with the living characters of
Phoebus' lore, and as the Zephyr blew through the fertile garden,
Apollo in his insatiable longing ever darted thither his restless
eyes, and when he saw his fair youth's flower shaken by the breeze,
the god trembled at the memory of the discus, for fear lest the
wind in his jealousy might harbor spite 'gainst Hyacinthus even
when he was but a flower; if true it is that once Apollo saw him
in his death-throes in the dust, and wept with eyes that never
before knew weeping, and the tears of Phoebus gave shape to that
flowery form which of its own bidding wrote 'ailinon' upon the
hyacinth petals. Such was the shady orchard-close, and nearby it
was a fountain with two mouths, on one side the citizens fetched
their drink, and from the other the husbandman drew away in
ditches the winding water in many a branching stream, watering
tree after tree, and a certain stream, as if from Phoebus sent,
purled and murmured at the foot of the laurel as it softly sang.
Also many a well-fashioned youth of gold stood there, staying his
feet upon the rock, and held up before the feasters the evening
torch's festal glow, and many a rank of mimic hounds in the artificial gaping of whose grinning jaws the art of their form's portrayal
was silently visible, stood endowed with mind on this side the doors
and on that, and golden dog joined his silvern neighbor barking
with swollen throat, and fawning upon the men to whom they
were accustomed; and as Cadmus passed by they emitted a hospitable mimicry of sound and wagged the feigned semblance of an
affectionate tail!"
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In all these scenes the profusion of fancy is as evident as the
lack of control the poet has over it. When the subject matter is
such that fancy is a fair substitute for a truly plastic imagination,
and dignity is not desired, Nonnus can be really charmingly quaint
at times. The episode of Brongus,mthe simple shepherd, who welcomed the god to his cabin in the wilderness and entertained him
with his crude fare, is a good foil to the splendors of King Staphylus'
palace which follow it. " In the plain of Alybe by the river Geudis
dwelt Brongus in a rustic hut in the wilderness, in which he welcomed Bacchus. No citizen he, but a ranger of the mountains,
whose dwelling was in no building, but he abode beneath an
unhewn foundation of the giants in a house which was no house,
and he welcomed the giver of jollity with draughts of milk, mixing
the snowy dew of a she-goat's milking. To such simple fare served
in rustic cups the hospitable shepherd would have added the sacrifice of one ewe from his fold, but the god restrained him, and the
old man heeded Bacchus' unshaken refusal, and leaving the ewe
untouched, he set before the willing Lyaeus a shepherd's feast, contriving for his table, whereon was no dish to carve, a dinner that
was no dinner. 'Twas such a meal as men say Molorcus of Cleonae
prepared for Heracles, as he hasted to the contest with the lion,
for Brongus in imitation of that friendly herdsman put upon the
table store of choice autumn olives swimming in brine, and brought
new curded cheese in woven baskets, a round cheese, still soft and
moist. The simple meal of that bloodless table the god remembered forever afterward, even at the table of his mother Cybele.
And he stood amazed at the rocky gateways of the circular court,
wondering how laborious nature had carved the house, how without art the cliffs had been laid out as if with the compass. And
he mixed in a bowl the fresh-flowing juice of the wine-press and
said, 'Receive, old man, this gift, surcease of all care; thou hast
no need of milk, possessing this fragrant dew, the earthly type of
heaven's nectar, which Ganymede draweth and rejoiceth withal the
heart of great Zeus on Olympus. Let be thy longing for the milk
of old, for the snowy moisture of the pressed dugs of she-goats
delighteth not mankind, and lighteneth not man's care.' With
these words he gave to Brongus, as meed of his welcome at the
shepherd's board, the fair-clustered fruit whose child is care86

17.40 ff.
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dispelling drunkenness; and the Lord Bacchus taught him the toil
of the winedresser which loves the flowers, how to dig around the
vines a watering ditch, to cut off the tips of the old dead branches,
and foster the young shoots of the vine that they may bear the
wine producing clusters."
The palace of King Staphylus is inhabited by mere abstractions, like the house of Alma in the Fairie Queene. The king himself,
Queen Methe, Prince Botrys and the lusty old man Pithos are no
more nor less than what their names would indicate. But in spite
of their shadowy unreality the scenes in which they take part
have a fantastic charm, heightened by the splendid setting of the
fairy palace agleam with silver and gold and mosaic work of precious stones. Here at a great feast at which the king welcomed the
god, for the first time they tasted wine. And first Maron (Od.
IX, 197), Bacchus' charioteer, danced supported by a Satyr on
each side, holding a wine skin slung around his neck, and a wine
cup. Then Queen Methe became drunk and Bacchus had to
hold her to keep her from falling, and the cheeks of Prince Botrys,
who was now full of wine, were flushed with a purple glow, and
King Staphylus too was drunk. Both father and son bound their
heads with ivy, and Botrys performed a most elegant pas seul,
spinning around with steps that rivalled each other as they flewbe6t&V{K XXacLoto
uerTvaT apacvEXLfoofwvevidently a kind of double
shuffle. Then the king danced with his arm around his son's neck,
and the queen joined them and made a third with her husband
and son on either side, an arm around the neck of each-a lovely
trio. "And lusty old Pithos shook his grey hair to the breeze,
full of the sweet liquor up to his very teeth, and danced heavy with
wine, twirling his staggering foot, and the sweet drops that flew
from his hiccuping lips made his tawny beard white with foam.
All day they drank, and the cups were still being drawn when shadowy darkness covered all the eventide earth-and the still night
clad the dark in her own colors, patterning the heavens with her
robe of stars."
The king sent Bacchus on his way with prophecies of victory,
but while the god was traversing Syria, King Staphylus died.
Dionysus returned at the news to comfort the sorrowing queen,
by interpreting to her the meaning of their names. A funeral
agon is celebrated for the dead king, consisting of a contest in song
between Erechtheus against Oeagros, won by the latter, and a con-
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test in pantomime-Maron dancing the rivalry of Aristaeus with
honey against Bacchus with wine for the favor of the gods-and
Silenus performing a variety of difficult dances, and finally turning
into a river. After the funeral Bacchus clad the queen in a new
crimson peplos, washed Pithos and bade him put on a shining
white chiton, and throw away his old one, befouled with the ashes
of weeping. Then he made Prince Botrys open the royal wardrobes
and put on the purple-dyed robes worn by his father, and all
feasted again till evening. The last we hear of this charming royal
household only Nonnus would have told as he does: "The long
ranks of feasters took the gift of sleep by turns upon the deep-strewn
couches within the hall. And Pithos and Maron wenit up upon
one bed, belching up the fragrant draught of the nectar of the winepress, and made each other drunk on the like breath each breathed
forth all night long! But Eupetale, the nurse of Lyaeus, lighted
a torch and spread for Botrys and for Dionysus a double purple
covered bed for the two of them, but in the thalamus nearby,
apart from the Satyrs and removed from Dionysus, the attendants
spread a golden couch for the queen."
L. P. CHAMBERLAYNE.
The Unizersity of South Carolina.
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